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Nibbling on her bottom lip,
her grabbing my head and
pulling me into her,
French kissing that starts
slowly and escalates.
Kissing her on the neck from
behind, being kissed for no
reason.
I can go on but I will wait for
another post. –jerrjerr

What Makes the
Hottest Kiss?

ost of my summers were spent passing by things
that my dad considered too dangerous to stop and see.
The only items I have as a memento are pictures of
where we stopped at the side of the road by each state
sign. We even made the long trip to Niagara Falls when
I was a kid. Drove all the way up there, which took a
couple of days, then we stopped about 30 minutes and
looked at the falls, turned around and drove home.
That was what most of my summer vacations were like.

– SpecialK

Looking him square in the
eye with that I'm coming to
get you look. Softly kissing
his bottom lip, sucking in his
breath as I giggle a sexy
giggle with electricity
between us. Yeah that. -Tgirl

In the heat of the
moment...when you are
kissing hard and frantic, you
just want to devour him
through his mouth...THAT
kind of kiss. – MidwestGirl

Kissing is best when it feels

didn’t realize it at the time but my best summer was
spent visiting with my grandparents. They lived in a
very small town with not much to do so as a teenager I
thought I would never make it. Looking back though, it
was great fun sitting in the backyard watching my
grandfather whittle wood. Sitting in the kitchen
watching my grandmother make biscuits from scratch.
Running around outside on cool evenings catching
lightening bugs to put in a jar. Such simple joys that
can bring a smile to my face, even after all these years.

– BeyondExcess

like home. - Waitingm

Don’t forget
to vote for
FNF
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Just Because Summer is Winding Down, This Doesn’t
Mean We’re Cooling Things Off.
Dress to Impress
#1 Sometimes More is Less
Seduction is not always about putting it all out there. The
fine art of revealing while concealing can bring most men to
their knees. When one has confidence in what they choose
to wear, that is the ultimate aphrodisiac.
Next time you’re getting ready for bed, a simple thin tee or
see-through shirt can be quite effective. Make sure that the
fabric will cling ever so slightly to the shape of your body.
He will be invited to gaze without actually seeing it all and
barely be able to contain his excitement when he grabs you
into his arms.
#2 Let Loose
There is a fine line between loose fitting and ill fitting.
Loosely draped kimonos and robes in silky fabrics can
provide the desired effect. Those soft, supple fabrics will
build the anticipation as he longs to touch your skin
underneath.
A soft robe wrapped around your body that is a bit short
will allow the occasional sneak peek. This can provide quite
a distraction for the man who is engrossed in the latest
sports season.

Pick out some really
sexy lingerie in bold
colors, like red or
black.

#3 Leather and Lace
Not in the mood for subtle? Then you can’t get any better
than this to let him know you have something sexy in mind.
What better way to add that hint of bad girl than to bring
out the leather. A fitted skirt or jacket is the perfect
complement to soft lace camisoles or panties. Pick out
some really sexy lingerie in bold colors, like red or black.
Don’t forget the perfect accessory of the bend and pout to
take full advantage of his attention.

We have over 442,000 posts now at FNF!!! Not only
are there an amazing group of very dedicated staff,
there are more than 2,000 members. Be sure to stop
by and say hello often.
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5 Word Perfect Summer Day Wish List:
Beach night, walking boardwalk, funnel cake.

- LeananSidhe

Long, sunny, coast, tennis and friends.
Anticipation, engaging, sipping, superb, enchanting.

- 1Alex

-TwinkleToez

Pineapple Cooler
From Country Living

SITE TIPS

AND

TRENDS!

The Rec Room at FNF is by far the
most popular spot for chatting up
members. Stop in and enjoy some
quick witted banter to get to know one
another.

•

1 large (about 4 pounds) fresh pineapple

•

1 1/4 cup(s) sugar

•

11 sprig(s) fresh lavender, rosemary, or lemon verbena

•

1/4 cup(s) fresh lemon juice

1. Cut the peel from the pineapple, remove the core, and
cut the fruit into 1-inch pieces.
2. Place the fruit in a food processor fitted with a metal
blade and pulse until the pineapple is crushed but not
pureed. Transfer to a large nonreactive pot, add the
sugar, 4 cups water, and 3 herb sprigs.

Married and Flirting Resort is a
great way to interact with other
members and share your sparkling
personality.
Want to start a thread? Get going!!
New ideas and thoughts are always
welcome to keep the good times
rolling.

3. Bring to a simmer over medium-high heat. Reduce
heat to medium-low and cook for 15 minutes. Strain
the mixture through a fine mesh sieve.
4. Gently press the solids to extract the juice. Cool and
stir in the lemon juice. Serve over ice garnished with
the remaining herb sprigs.
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Suggestions?
Questions?
Comments?
All are welcomed and appreciated!

